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ABSTRACT

Prior to the satellite era, limited synoptic observation networks led to an indefinite number of tropical

cyclones (TCs) remaining undetected. This period of decreased confidence in the TC climatological record

includes the first two-thirds of the twentieth century. While prior studies found that this undersampling

exists, disagreement regarding its magnitude has caused difficulties in interpreting multidecadal changes in

TC activity. Previous research also demonstrated that reanalyses can be used to extend TC climatology,

utilizing the NOAA/Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES) Twentieth-

Century Reanalysis to manually identify previously unknown Atlantic Ocean basin potential TCs. This

study expands the spatiotemporal scope of the earlier work by presenting a filtering algorithm that dra-

matically improves the efficiency with which candidate events are identified in the reanalysis. This algo-

rithm was applied to all tropical basins for the years 1871–1979, resulting in the first quantitative and ob-

jective global TC candidate event counts for the decades prior to formal recordkeeping. Observational

verification performed on a subset of these events indicates that the algorithm identifies potential missing

TCs at a success rate approximating that of earlier work with a significant decrease in the amount of time

required. Extrapolating these proportions to all of the candidate events identified suggests that this method

may help to locate hundreds of previously unknown TCs worldwide for future study and cataloging. As

such, the dataset produced by this research is a source of independent guidance for use in ongoing and

future TC climatology revision efforts to produce a more complete historical record more quickly than with

current methods.

1. Introduction

Advances in observational technology over approxi-

mately the past 70 years have revolutionized the fore-

casting and understanding of TCs. Innovations including

the advent of aircraft reconnaissance in the 1940s, real-

time geostationary satellite imagery in the 1960s and

1970s, and remotely sensed microwave data and surface

wind field estimates in the past decade (Landsea 2007)

have resulted in improved theories regarding the struc-

tural underpinnings and fundamental physical processes

of TCs (Emanuel 1986). These advances in observational

platforms, concomitant with those in numerical weather

prediction and data assimilation, have also improved the

accuracy of operational forecasting (Rappaport et al.

2009).

However, this technological evolution has introduced

observation bias into the TC climatological record, as

the proportion of global TCs that were observed and

recorded increases dramatically with time. For example,

Vecchi and Knutson (2011) found that a substantial

adjustment to annual TC counts is necessary in the open

Atlantic prior to 1965 to correct for the relative scarcity

of ship reports. In some basins with longer historical

records such as the Atlantic, the nonhomogeneity of the

dataset has made consensus on long-term trends and

potential multidecadal oscillations in TC activity elusive

(Goldenberg et al. 2001; Mann and Emanuel 2006). In

observation-poor regions such as the eastern Pacific,

there is simply no formal climatological record prior to the

mid–twentieth century. Not only do such uncertainties

hamper operational and seasonal forecasting skill, the

incompleteness of climatology prior to the satellite era

negatively impacts the ability of public and private in-

terests to accurately manage the risks posed by TCs

(Emanuel et al. 2012).
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With the true number of historical TCs unknown,

extending the length and improving the quality of the

climatological database is a focus of ongoing research.

One such major effort is the Atlantic basin hurricane

database (HURDAT) reevaluation project. This under-

taking employs a rigorous methodology to systematically

revise the track and intensity of existing best-track (BT)

cyclones and add previously unknown TCs to the his-

torical record when supported by new observations or

when prior observations are reconsidered within the

context of new science (Hagen et al. 2012; Landsea et al.

2008). To be considered for inclusion in BT, suspect cases

must satisfy the World Meteorological Organization’s

definition of a TC by demonstrating a closed surface

circulation pattern, wind or pressure observations sup-

porting tropical storm intensity, and a nonfrontal struc-

ture (Landsea et al. 2008). The HURDAT reevaluation

has added dozens of TCs to Atlantic basin climatology

through 1940 (with preliminary additions pending ap-

proval for 1941–54) and an extension of the project to the

eastern Pacific basin is under way (Kimberlain 2012).

Separately, Kubota (2012) spliced together three sets of

incomplete regional records in the western Pacific basin

to construct a quality-controlled and reasonably com-

plete database of TC activity back to 1910, proposing a

35-yr extension to the official record. Despite these

efforts, there remain expansive spatial and temporal

stretches of TC climatology characterized by either frag-

mentary records or none at all.

A new and promising means by which TC climatology

may be expanded and revised is through the use of re-

analysis datasets, a topic first explored inEmanuel (2010).

Truchelut and Hart (2011, hereinafter TH11) utilized the

second version of the National Oceanographic and At-

mospheric Administration/Cooperative Institute for Re-

search in Environmental Science Twentieth-Century

Reanalysis (20CR), which begins in 1871 (Compo et al.

2011), to develop a scheme that identified previously

unknown Atlantic basin potential TCs. This was accom-

plished by first compositing reanalysis synoptic fields of

historical TCs to ensure that the 20CR represented

known TCs with as much fidelity as possible given the

resolution of the reanalysis (Walsh et al. 2007). As dem-

onstrated in greater detail in TH11, the 20CR is able to

depict broad-scale TC thermodynamic structure correctly

to first order. The next step was to manually identify

TC-like signatures in the reanalysis that did not cor-

respond to known BT TCs. Observational verification

of the resulting candidate events (CEs) using historical

ship reports showed the technique identified around 1.5

potential missing TCs per year for the 1951–58 Atlantic

basin hurricane seasons. In accordance with the col-

laborative aim of the work, the list of CEs from TH11

was subsequently shared with the National Hurricane

Center (NHC) and is actively being used as a tool to aid

suspect case identification in the HURDAT reevalua-

tion project (A. Hagen 2012, personal communication).

This first effort at using reanalysis model output to

guide the revision of TC climatology was a successful

proof of concept, but due to amethod that was dependent

on time-intensive manual identification of CEs, only a

small fraction of the 138-yr global extent of the 20CRwas

studied. The intent of our work is not to directly propose

additions to climatology, but rather to assist current and

future groups involved in revising climatology by pro-

ducing a high quality dataset of candidate events from

which they may draw. To this end, this research extends

the TH11methodology by developing and testing a means

of more efficiently and objectively locating TC CEs over

the 20CR’s entire pre-satellite-era spatiotemporal domain.

2. Experimental design

a. The Twentieth-Century Reanalysis

A crucial component of this study is the reanalysis

dataset in which TC-like signatures will be identified. In

general, a reanalysis can be defined as a hindcasting

numerical weather prediction scheme that assimilates

historical observations and returns the most likely at-

mospheric state at a given time (Thorne and Vose 2010).

However, all global reanalyses released prior to 2010 are

dependent on assimilating upper-level radiosonde ob-

servations to resolve the vertical structure of the atmo-

sphere. Thus, none of these datasets includes synoptic

fields for the years prior to 1948, when such observations

are rare (Kalnay et al. 1996). This limits their usefulness

as tools to improve pre-satellite-era TC climatology.

The second version of the 20CR (Compo et al. 2008,

2011) is the first product to make global reanalysis data

available prior to the advent of systematic radiosonde

data, providing three-dimensional global fields beginning

in 1871. This is accomplished using a technique first de-

scribed by Whitaker et al. (2004), in which an ensemble

Kalman filter (Burgers et al. 1998) is applied to assimi-

lated surface and sea level pressure (SLP) observations

taken from the International Surface Pressure Databank

(Yin et al. 2008). This yields a best guess of the vertical

structure of the atmosphere, along with estimated un-

certainty derived from the spread of the 56 ensemble

members. The 20CR has a spatial resolution of 28, 17
vertical levels at or below 200hPa, and output every 6h.

Using the 20CR ensemble mean as an initial condition,

24-h forecasts of observed SLP demonstrate significant

skill against persistence in the Northern Hemisphere

(Compo et al. 2011).
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b. Prior work

The process by which the 20CR was first adapted for

use as a tool to locate TC CEs is described in detail in

TH11. Briefly, 6-hourly mean and variance climatology

for an array of layer thicknesses was calculated in the

Atlantic basin study region, excluding cases in which

thickness was known to have been influenced by a known

TC found in the International Best Track Archive for

Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS; Knapp et al. 2010) da-

taset. The thickness of the 300–850-hPa layer was shown

to be an optimal thickness proxy for warm-core cyclones

consistent with Hart (2003, hereafter H03) and was se-

lected as the experimentalmetric.A normalized thickness

anomaly DZ was then calculated for the 300–850-hPa

layer using the formula

DZ(t,L)5 [M(t,L)2m(t,L)]/s(t,L) , (1)

where L is the nearest reanalysis grid point to the

IBTrACS TC location at passage time, t is the appropri-

ate 6-h time step in the annual cycle,M is the thickness in

the 20CR, and m and s are, respectively, the mean and

variance of the layer thickness from the reanalysis cli-

matology (Hart and Grumm 2001) over the 1871–1979

pre-satellite-era extent of the 20CR.

The 300–850-hPa thickness layer demonstrated a sta-

tistically significant response of 2.84s (p , 0.001) to

known TC passage that scaled with BT intensity, showing

that the 20CR was capable of resolving the coarse ther-

modynamic structure of TCs. Given that known TCs

were shown to have a characteristic signature in the re-

analysis (TH11), searching for TC-like events that did not

correspond to a known cyclone was therefore possible.

The 1951–58 Atlantic Ocean basin hurricane seasons (1

June–30 November) were selected as a test period for this

search as they had not yet been subjected to the

HURDAT reevaluation process at the time of TH11.

Spatial plots of 300–850-hPa thickness anomalies,

mean sea level pressure, 850-hPa relative vorticity, and

850-hPa streamlines from the reanalysis were manually

searched for signatures consistent with a possible TC each

12h over the study period.

In general, in order to be defined as a CE, an area of

interest needed tomaintain significant positive thickness

anomalies (DZ . 1.65s) of the compact and symmetric

presentation broadly consistent with awarm-core cyclone

for 24 h. Increased consideration was also given to dis-

turbances that possessed a closed SLP isobar of 1010hPa

or lower, an 850-hPa relative vorticity maximum exceeding

2.0 3 1025 s21, or a closed circulation in the analyzed

850-hPa streamlines. Using these criteria, an initial set

of 57 CEs was identified in the 20CR for June–November

of 1951–58. These CEs were subsequently verified us-

ing observations from the International Comprehen-

siveOcean–AtmosphereDataset (ICOADS;Woodruff

et al. 2011) of ship reports and the National Climatic

Data Center’s International Surface Database (Lott

2004), which revealed that 12 of these cases could be

‘‘missing TCs’’ consistent with NHC criteria (OFCM

2005).

c. Candidate event identification methodology

The manual methodology was successful in identify-

ing plausible CEs in the test seasons, several of which

were later independently proposed byHagen et al. (2012)

for possible addition to TC climatology. However, the

technique was time intensive, requiring a manual and

inherently subjective inspection of thousands of syn-

optic maps per year in order to construct the set of CEs.

Tomake the process more expeditious and thus expand

its spatiotemporal applicability, this research project

endeavored to develop an automated process to iden-

tify the initial set of CEs.

This general structure of the CE identification algo-

rithm, shown graphically in Fig. 1, incorporates the

synoptic variables used as criteria in TH11, including

300–850-hPa normalized thickness anomalies, sea level

pressure, and 850-hPa vorticity, while adding several

additional spatial and synoptic criteria. First, annual

mean and variance climatology for the thickness of the

300–850-hPa layer over the 1871–1979 period in the sec-

ond version of the 20CR is calculated according to the

same method specified in TH11. Next, beginning with

the set of all points in the 20CR from 1871 to 1979,

a mask is first applied to filter out grid points that are on

landmasses. Next, a secondmask is applied, eliminating

all points within 108 of an IBTrACS TC for 2 days be-

fore and after passage, which was selected because

distinct TCs seldom pass closer than within 108 of one
another (Schenkel and Hart 2012). A threshold value is

then applied for SLP; points that are below the specified

critical pressure P1 must also be the minimum value in

a centered 128 3 128 box. Similarly, an 850-hPa relative

vorticity value exceeding a cutoff V1 must be located

within a 128 3 128 box centered on the surface pressure

minimum. These spatial thresholds were selected to

conform to those in earlier vortex-tracking algorithms

(Walsh andWatterson 1997; Cheung and Elsberry 2002),

which were adjusted for the 20CR according to the res-

olution dependency shown by Walsh et al. (2007).

If these criteria are met, normalized 300–850-hPa

thickness anomalies are calculated for each grid point in

the centered box. The maximum normalized thickness

anomaly value in this box must not be over land, asso-

ciated with an IBTrACS TC, or coincident with negative
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850-hPa relative vorticity, which together act as a first-

order check for a warm-core thermodynamic structure.

Next, an environment-relative thickness maximum is cal-

culated by subtracting the average 300–850-hPa anomaly

value of a 128-square centered on the thickness anomaly

maximum from the maximum anomaly value itself. This

acts to control for the interannual variability of the region

to basin-scale thickness anomalies, which can be caused

by global weather pattern drivers like ENSO (Larkin and

Harrison 2005). There are two pathways by which a grid

point may satisfy the thickness anomaly criterion. First,

the absolute normalized thickness anomaly can exceed

a specified threshold value T1 while the environment-

relative thickness anomaly is greater than a lower limit.

Alternatively, the relative thickness anomaly maximum

may exceed T1 as long as the absolute maximum is non-

negative. In this way, the algorithm does not discriminate

against a potential CE for being located in any particular

synoptic environment or interannual variance regime.

The threshold values for SLP, 850-hPa vorticity, and

the 300–850-hPa normalized thickness anomaly in the

algorithm were experimentally determined using the

manual CEs from TH11 as a reference set. Test runs of

the algorithmwere performed for 3750 combinations of

these three threshold values on the 1951–58 Atlantic

Basin hurricane seasons. These test values were centered

on the subjective constraints used to identify CEs man-

ually in TH11, and were incremented by 0.1s, 0.5 hPa,

and 0.53 1025 s21, respectively. For each of the synoptic

variables, 15 values were tested. Prospective candidate

lists for each of these scenarios were compared with the

TH11 CE track list, with matches tabulated and broken

out by classification type. The threshold values chosen

were those that successfully captured all 12 of the po-

tential missing TCs identified in TH11 between 1951

and 1958 with the fewest false alarms, specifically a min-

imum of type 2 and especially type 1 cases. The thresh-

olds were then fine-tuned, resulting in final values of

P1 5 1010.85 hPa, V1 5 2.825 1025 s21 for 850 hPa, and

T1 5 1.115s.

These criteria identified 63 events in the 1951–58 pe-

riod, with new and other types of CEs accounting for 51,

or 81%, of those cases. The values of V1 and T1 were

used for all global basins, whileP1 was adjusted based on

the mean sea level pressure within each of five cyclo-

genesis regions during the peak months of the local TC

season. These regions are the North Atlantic basin (NA,

P1 5 1010.85 hPa), the eastern Pacific Ocean (EP, P1 5
1007.4 hPa), the western Pacific Ocean (WP, P1 5
1005.4hPa), theNorth IndianOcean (NI,P15 1003.5hPa),

and the Southern Hemisphere (SH, P1 5 1005.35 hPa).

To address the global applicability of the Atlantic-

derived threshold values, a manual sensitivity test of the

western Pacific CE data was later performed using the

observational verification data described in section 4a(2).

In brief, synoptic maps of 20CR output for 850-hPa vor-

ticity and streamlines, SLP, and normalized thickness

anomalies for the 1930 and 1931 western Pacific TC

seasons were produced at 12-h intervals and manually

checked to ensure that the algorithm found most areas

FIG. 1. Graphical representation of the process used by the automated candidate event

identification algorithm to filter 20CR synoptic fields into a set of distinct and credible cases for

possible classification as a suspected missing TC.
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resembling a TC without an inordinate number of non-

TC events. This process determined that the thresholds

used did in fact capture essentially every event that had

a well-defined TC-like structure, with an exceedingly

small number of clear false alarms. In general, the results

of the manual sensitivity test show that there is no pos-

sible change to the search thresholds that would dra-

matically reduce the number of CEs without diminishing

the number of type 3 events located, nor are promising

candidates being missed. This is evidence that the current

thresholds are globally applicable.

After discriminating 20CR grid points based on land-

masses, proximity to historical TCs, and the previously

discussed synoptic thresholds, two final criteria are ap-

plied to reduce the number of baroclinic systems identi-

fied. Because of the thickness asymmetry associated with

a thermal gradient across the center of a pressure mini-

mum, a maximum difference in average 600–900-hPa

thickness between the eastern and western semicircles

and between the northern and southern semicircles of the

potential candidate was specified in approximate ac-

cordance with the procedures described in H03. The

maximum 600–900-hPa thickness asymmetry was exper-

imentally determined to be 14m in both the longitudinal

and latitudinal directions. This cutoff both did not elim-

inate any known potential missing TCs in 1951–58 from

consideration and is in good agreement with the threshold

between predominantly barotropic and predominantly

baroclinic low pressure systems found by H03.

The remaining 20CR grid points that meet all of the

synoptic filtering criteria and are thus of interest as

locations and times of potential missing TCs are then

grouped geographically and temporally into discrete

CEs. First, if two candidate points are within 6 and 48h of

each other and no more than 108 apart, they are classified
as part of a single CE. If there are no other ‘‘hit’’ grid

points between them temporally, linear interpolation is

used to determine 6-hourly positions between the hits in

order to produce a continuous track. Next, the signature

of the CE is tracked for 48h before the first hit grid point

and 48 h after the last hit grid point by following the sea

level pressureminimumwithin an 88 3 88 box centered on
the previous position at 6-h time steps. This box size was

chosen as 48 represents an extreme upper bound on how

far TCs move in 6h (H03). Finally, because extension of

CE tracks often results in overlaps, a final quality control

step concatenates these types of cases while also re-

moving duplicate and branching events.

d. Candidate event verification methodology

Once track files have been created for each individual

CE, storm-centered maps are produced at 6-h intervals

(0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC) over the lifetime of

each case. These plots, an example of which is shown in

Fig. 2, show the normalized 300–850-hPa thickness

anomaly data and SLP fields from the 20CR in a 128
latitude 3 188 longitude box centered on the CE posi-

tion. Data from ICOADS ship reports within 3 h of the

synoptic time are also plotted, including wind speed in

knots, wind direction in degrees, SLP in hectopascals,

and observation time. The end result is a set of discrete

track files, synoptic data, and individual event maps for

each of the five cyclogenesis regions in the study.

The resulting plots are subjected to a manual obser-

vational verification process identical to the one used in

TH11. A key difference from the earlier work is that due

to the nearly hundredfold increase in CEs located by the

automated methodology relative to TH11, it is well be-

yond the scope of this study to perform manual synoptic

analysis on each CE found by the algorithm. Such an

effort is neither practical given available resources nor

complementary with the collaborative intent of this pro-

ject, which is to serve as an advanced starting point to

support current and future efforts at revising TC clima-

tology. However, a subset of the CEs was subjected to the

observational verification process in order to confirm and

quantify the efficacy of the algorithm itself. For these

cases, each of the 6-hourly maps is subsequently ana-

lyzed in accordance with the criteria for addition to the

TC climatological database detailed in Landsea et al.

(2008). For cases where there was ambiguity as to the

thermodynamic structure of the low pressure system,

cyclone phase space diagrams (H03) were made in order

to better determine whether or not the CE was likely

tropical in nature.

Based on in situ evidence, the CEs were subsequently

classified into one of three broad confidence categories

depending on the level of observational support. The

definition of these categories is the same as in TH11. The

first bin, also known as type 1 events, featured those for

which the available surface observations were conclu-

sive in showing that no real-world TC could be associ-

ated with the CE in the reanalysis. The second variety of

CE, type 2 events, included those for which there were

too few observations in the vicinity of the feature to

reach a meaningful judgment on whether or not a TC

was present. This category includes cases for which there

is support for a closed circulation and sufficiently strong

winds but the thermodynamic structure of the cyclone is

ambiguous, as well as cases of low observational density.

Finally, type 3 events were those for which surface ob-

servations generally support a warm-core thermodynamic

structure, a closed circulation, and sustained winds ex-

ceeding 33 kt (17m s21; 1 kt5 0.51m s21) at some point

in the CE window, meaning the event is a potential

missing TC in accordance with the classification criteria.
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An example of a type 3 event is shown in Fig. 2. This CE,

a warm-core cyclone that evolved from a midlatitude

system, was tracked by the algorithm as a strong thick-

ness anomaly signal for several days and shown by the

ship observations plotted to have a closed circulation,

sustained gale force winds, and a minimum central pres-

sure lower than 1004hPa. This evidence makes a strong

case for the eventual addition of this system to TC

climatology.

3. Methodology performance

While the major advantage of using an automated

means of identifying CEs is that the scheme can identify

events for observational verification more quickly and

objectively than manual analysis, it does so at the cost of

decreased transparency. Therefore, it is important to test

the algorithm against othermeans of identifying potential

missing TCs, including the performance of the manual

methodology from TH11. A comparison of the tech-

nique’s results with those from the HURDAT reevalua-

tion is also made for the 4-yr window of overlap between

the two.

The first test of the detection algorithm is how it per-

forms relative to the manual identification of CEs in the

1951–58 NA hurricane seasons. As the algorithm is par-

tially based on the manual search criteria applied suc-

cessfully to these seasons, ideally the automated and

manual methods will produce comparable numbers of

CEs. Because the threshold values were selected based

on the synoptic characteristics of themost likelymanually

identified missing TCs, it is known that the algorithm will

find all of the type 3 events during this period. However,

the proportion of known type 1 and type 2 CEs that are

located by the algorithm is not proscribed and is a

meaningful test of the algorithm’s performance.

After running the ‘‘tuned’’ CE search algorithm on

the 1951–58 NA hurricane seasons, the manually and

FIG. 2. Normalized 300–850-hPa thickness anomaly and sea level pressure fields from the 20CR, plotted with ship observations of wind

speed (kt), wind direction (8), and SLP (hPa) at 1200 UTC 29 Sep 1963. The event plotted is 1963 candidate event 13 located in the central

North Atlantic Ocean.
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automatically generated lists of CEs were compared for

cases that appeared in both sets. Of the 57 CEs located

manually, the search algorithm finds and tracks 31 of

these cases, for an identification rate of about 55%. The

algorithm locates 63 total candidates, about 8 per year,

in June–November of 1951–58, for a net overlap of about

49% with the manual set.

The numbers of CEs located by the manual method,

the automated method, and both techniques are broken

out by observational classification type in Fig. 3. While

the automated method classifies fewer than 25%, or 6 of

27, of the type 1 (notmissing TC) events identified by the

manual method as CEs, it does so for over 70%, or 13 of

18, of the ambiguous type 2 cases. The filtering of weaker

type 1 cases demonstrates that the algorithm adds value

to the verification process by discriminating in favor of

possible TCs while keeping the overall number of CEs

low, which is important for end users of the CE database

like the HURDAT reevaluation project. It is also worth

noting that many of the 32 additional CEs identified by

the algorithm but not the manual process appear to be

credible cases for further investigation, indicating the

subjectivity and imperfection of the manual technique

itself. As an additional data point, themean normalized

thickness anomaly over the life of the CE is 1.91s for

type 1 cases and 2.34s for type 3 events, which is signifi-

cantly different at a 95% confidence level. This shows

that the synoptic assessment of the CE’s chances of being

an actual TC correlates positively with the amplitude of

the thermodynamic signal in the 20CR, a potential key to

future applications. In general, these results show that not

only does the algorithm yield significant time and man-

power savings, it is able to produce a CE set with nearly

equal proportions of event types as the manual method.

Another check on the performance of the algorithm

involves comparing its CEs with those from an inde-

pendent analysis, the list of suspect events compiled by

the HURDAT reevaluation project (A. Hagen 2012,

personal communication). While observational verifi-

cation was performed for the algorithm CE set for

January 1951–December 1966, the current progress of

the HURDAT reanalysis project is such that a full list

of suspect events is only available for January 1951–

December 1954. It should be reiterated that the algo-

rithm was neither tuned to nor in any way influenced by

the HURDAT results.

In the 48-month window of overlap between the two

sets of CEs, the HURDAT reanalysis identified 67 sus-

pect cases, of which 11 were found to potentially be

missing TCs (Hagen et al. 2012; Delgado and Strahan-

Sakoskie 2012), while the algorithm found 38 CEs, of

which 6 were found to be possibly missing TCs upon

observational verification. Exactly half of the candidate

events identified by the algorithm, or 19, were also

found in the HURDAT list of suspect cases. Three of the

six possible missing TCs were also found among the

HURDAT reevaluation’s proposed additions to TC cli-

matology.While the temporal overlap at present between

the two methods is limited, the differences between the

CE sets indicate that while the algorithm is filtering out

FIG. 3. Quantity of each candidate event type found using the manual and algorithmic

processes, compared with the quantity found by both methods. As determined by in situ ob-

servations, type 1 events are unlikely to be TCs, type 2 cases are ambiguous, and type 3 events

are those most likely to be possible missing TCs.
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some of the higher-latitude suspect cases included in

HURDAT, it is also able to locate some CEs that do not

appear in the historical synoptic maps used to identify

HURDAT suspect cases. This means that the algorithm

can find credible CEs apart from those able to be iden-

tified by other techniques, making the reanalysis-derived

CE set a complementary and supportive tool for any

comprehensive effort to revise the climatological record

of TCs.

4. The global tropical cyclone candidate event
dataset

As the algorithm was shown to be successful in effi-

ciently identifying CEs in the 1951–58 NA hurricane

seasons, the process was subsequently applied to all

other TC formation areas for the pre-satellite-era length

of the 20CR. These include theNA, EP,WP, NI, and SH

regions for the period 1871–1979. These runs of the al-

gorithm yielded over 4500 distinct CEs globally over

109 yr of 20CR synoptic fields. Of these, manual obser-

vational verification was performed on approximately

300 of the cases, in the NA for 1951–66 and the WP for

1930–37. The results of these synoptic analyses are dis-

cussed in section 4a. While it is well beyond the scope of

this study to observationally verify each of the 4567 CEs,

the spatial patterns and temporal trends of CEs that

have not been observationally verified offer insights into

both TC climatology and the performance of themethod

itself. Thus, a discussion of unverified candidate events is

presented in section 4b.

a. Observationally verified events

1) ATLANTIC BASIN, 1951–66

As stated, TH11 used a manual CE search technique

in theNA for 1951–58. Due to the labor-intensive nature

of the manual analysis, the CE search was confined to the

hurricane season proper, or 1 June–30 November of each

year. While the majority of TC activity occurs within this

6-month period, a meaningful portion of the missing ac-

tivity occurs outside of it. Additionally, as the HURDAT

reeevaluation project has completed their proposed re-

visions to NATC climatology through 1954 (Hagen et al.

2012; Delgado and Strahan-Sakoskie 2012), there re-

main 12 more years from 1955 through 1966 that pre-

date reliable satellite coverage that have not yet been

reassessed. Therefore, observational verification of all

NA CEs from January 1951 through December 1966 is

a natural starting point to operationally test the per-

formance of the algorithm.

In accordance with the procedures described in sec-

tion 2, the algorithmwas run with the specified threshold

values, resulting in a dataset of 879 distinct CEs in the

NA for the 1871–1979 temporal domain. Of these, 151

cases were in the years 1951–66, or about 9.4 CEs per

year during the period. CE study maps were generated

with ICOADS ship reports for each 6-hourly position,

whichwere then synoptically analyzed in accordancewith

the Landsea et al. (2008) criteria. Results of the obser-

vational verification of these cases are compared with the

results from TH11 in Table 1. The somewhat higher

number of CEs identified per year and slightly lower

proportion of possible missing TCs identified are ex-

plained by the algorithm searching the off-seasonmonths

of December–May, which TH11 did not do. A somewhat

lower success rate would be anticipated due to the

greater influence of midlatitude westerlies and the in-

creased prevalence of complex nontropical lows during

these months, so these results are in line with expecta-

tions. Overall, the identification of 25 potential missing

TCs over 1951–66, or roughly 1.5 potential missing TCs

per year, is consistent with the seasonal activity adjust-

ment proposed for the presatellite era in the NA by

Landsea (2007) and Chang and Guo (2007).

There are a number of interesting patterns in the

temporal and spatial distributions of the observationally

verified CEs. The annual count of each CE type per year

in the NA between 1951 and 1966 is shown in Fig. 4, and

maxima, minima, and means for each type of event are

found in Table 2. There is a slight decline in the total

number of events per year over the study period, with 83

CEs in the first half of the period and 68 CEs in the latter

half. Though the trendlines are not statistically signifi-

cant (in all cases p. 0.05), the decline is concentrated in

type 1 and type 2 rather than type 3 events. This makes

sense, because though a similar number of missing TCs

remains for the algorithm to locate in 1959–66, the in-

creasing density of ship reports assimilated into the 20CR

improves the structural resolution of low pressure sys-

tems and lowers the number of CEs with few nearby

observations. This in turn decreases the quantities of

type 1 and type 2 events.

TABLE 1. Candidate event counts by observational classification bin for manual and automated search methods in the Atlantic basin,

1951–66.

Type of method Period of study Type 1 events Type 2 events Type 3 events Total events Events per year

Manual 1 Jun–30 Nov 1951–58 27 (47.4%) 18 (31.6%) 12 (21.0%) 57 7.1

Automated 1 Jan 1951–31 Dec 1966 80 (52.9%) 46 (30.5%) 25 (16.6%) 151 9.4
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Figures 5a–c plot the track and the classification type

of all 151 CEs, broken out by type 1, type 2, and type 3

events, respectively, during the 1951–66 period. Figure 5

is subject to manual quality control in which overland

sections of extrapolated tracks are trimmed for clarity.

Figure 5 shows that the ‘‘genesis’’ points and interpolated

tracks of theCEs, subject to the 28 resolution of the 20CR,

are broadly consistent with long-term NA TC climatol-

ogy. The Cape Verde and Gulf of Mexico regions to-

gether account for a majority of the CEs and, generally,

events move west or north in accordance with the typical

steering currents in the most active months of the hurri-

cane season. Another notable result in Fig. 5 is a distinct

type distribution of CEs between the geographic sub-

regions of the NA. As shown in Fig. 5b, over 60% of

type 2 events are found in the tropical eastern Atlantic,

where observational density remained poor in the middle

part of the twentieth century (Vecchi and Knutson 2008).

Many of these cases involve African easterly waves with

strong signatures in the reanalysis. While the available

reports were not inconsistent with the existence of a TC

near the 20CR location, therewere simply too few nearby

observations to make a type 3 classification. For this

reason, it is not surprising that a majority of the type 3

cases shown in Fig. 5c are found in the Gulf of Mexico

(four), Caribbean Sea (two), or southwestern NA (nine).

In these areas, ship traffic and land observations are

denser, and the time integration of prior observations

increases the representation quality. Conversely, Fig. 5a

shows a preponderance of type 1 cases in the Gulf and

western Atlantic, where baroclinic cyclogenesis is com-

mon, and sufficient in situ observations exist to conclu-

sively determine that the CE is not a warm-core cyclone.

In summary, observational verification of NA CEs

from 1951 to 1966 extended the successes of TH11 into

the basin’s off-season months and to the final eight pre-

satellite-era years. The verification process demonstrates

that the algorithm is capable of producing a useful data-

set, yielding over two dozen ‘‘missing TC’’ events in the

test period with similar proportions of type 1, 2, and 3

events as the earlier manual procedure. Analysis of the

temporal and spatial patterns of the candidates further

confirms that the algorithmic technique can inform future

inquiries into improving TC climatology.

2) WESTERN PACIFIC, 1930–37

As a check on the global efficacy of the algorithm,

observational verification was performed in the western

Pacific Ocean (west of 1808) for January 1930–December

1937. These years were chosen because they predate the

beginning of formal TC records (1945) in the populous

and economically important WP, as well as the irregular

ship report records associated with wars in East Asia

beginning in the late 1930s. As in the NA, neither the

algorithm nor the observational verification process

was in any way informed by any prior effort to revise or

extend WP TC climatology.

FIG. 4. Quantities of type 1, 2, and 3 candidate event cases occurring each calendar year in the North

Atlantic basin for 1951–66, subsequent to observational verification using historical ship reports.

TABLE 2. Mean, maximum, and minimum candidate event

counts per season by observational classification bin in the Atlantic

basin, 1951–66.

Type of event Mean per year Min Max

1 5 2 11

2 2.9 0 7

3 1.6 0 3
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FIG. 5. Smoothed track map for all 1951–66 North Atlantic basin candidate

events identified in the 20CR. (a) Type 1 events, those unlikely to be tropical

cyclones are displayed. (b) Type 2, ambiguous cases, are plotted. (c) The tracks

of the type 3 events (those most likely to be missing TCs) are shown. Position

data are determined every 6 h from reanalysis SLP fields, and tracks are col-

ored by the highest classification at any point in the existence of the event.
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Overall, the results of the synoptic analysis process

were in line with our expectations. The algorithm located

a total of 143 CEs in the 1930–37 period, or 17.9 cases per

year. This quantity of CEs is generally consistent with the

fact that theWP is climatologically over twice as active as

the NA (Gray 1968) but also that the region in the 1930s

has a lower density of ship observations that would be

likely to reduce the number of CEs resolved in the 20CR.

Of the 143 CEs, observational verification yielded final

classification of 20 of these cases as type 1 events (14%),

69 as type 2 events (48%), and 54 as type 3 events (38%).

Relative to the NA, this is a significantly higher pro-

portion of type 2 and 3 cases and a much lower occur-

rence of type 1 events. This is likely due to the lower

observational density that makes it difficult to dem-

onstrate that a CE is not a missing TC and to the overall

higher number of missing TCs ‘‘available’’ to be located

in the preclimatology era in the WP.

Figures 6a–c plot the tracks and classification types of

the 143 CEs for 1930–37 in theWP, broken out by type 1,

2, and 3 classifications, respectively. As in Fig. 5, the

overland segments of tracks are excised prior to plotting.

These plots show that the genesis points and tracks of

the CEs are once again in agreement with climatological

expectations, developing at low latitudes, moving west,

and then turning north and northeastwith themidlatitude

westerlies. One result apparent in Fig. 6 is a strong geo-

graphical preference among the various confidence bins.

While the handful of type 1 events shown in Fig. 6a are

scattered widely, in Fig. 6b almost all the type 2 cases

remain to the east of Japan and the Philippines. Likewise,

a sizeable majority of the type 3 tracks depicted in Fig. 6c

are found in the South China Sea, East China Sea, or Sea

of Japan. This low crossover can be explained by the

strong gradient between the relatively high observational

density close to China and Japan and the much lower

density in the open WP. Also interesting to note is that

the quantity of type 3 events increases from 20 over 1930–

33 to 34 in 1934–37, possibly as a result of the steadily

increasing density of ICOADS ship observations.

While observational verification found an average of

sevenmissing TCs per season in the early andmid-1930s,

the fact that very few of the CEs in the open Pacific were

found to be type 1 cases and that many type 2 examples

had very long paths reminiscent of classic typhoon tracks

and strong normalized thickness anomalies in the 20CR

means that the algorithm likely identified between

around 15 credible TC-like events per season. While this

is fewer than the 20–25 TCs in an average WP typhoon

season (Gray 1968), the CE dataset nevertheless is a sig-

nificant resource upon which a future effort to formalize

climatological records in the WP prior to 1945 could be

built in conjunction with other extant records, such as

Kubota (2012) and media landfall reports. Therefore, the

results from observational verification of the reanalysis-

derived CE set in the WP for 1930–37 are regarded as

a successful test of the technique’s ability to inform and

expand TC climatology globally.

b. Unverified candidate events

While these results show promising indications that

the CE locator algorithm can successfully identify credi-

ble missing TC candidates in global tropical basins, ob-

servational verification was not performed for all the

identified CEs due to the large number of events. It

should be mentioned that the detection of unverified

CEs is dependent on the characteristics of the 20CR itself,

including the model physics, assimilation scheme, and

resolution, as well as the specific observational data

ingested into the model. These intrinsic qualities of the

20CR influence its ability to resolve TC-like features

differently in different basins and eras. However, the

tracks in time and space of the unverified CEs still pro-

vide a wealth of information that makes for an intriguing

comparison with known TC climatology.

The first test of whether or not the algorithm is finding

realistic CEs across the full span of the dataset is to

check whether the annual distribution of TCs resembles

the climatological annual distribution. Figure 7 shows

the basin-relative frequency of CEs per respective cal-

endar month in the top panel, compared to the relative

frequency of known TC climatology in the bottom panel.

The scales on the top and bottom panels of Fig. 7 are the

same to allow for direct comparison. In general, the an-

nual cycles for all five basins conform quite closely to

long-term climatology, with the NA, NI, EP, and WP

regions seeing the same peaks in activity in the late

summer and early fall as has been observed in known

TCs. Sharp declines in CE activity are noted in Northern

Hemisphere winter and spring. Conversely, the SH sees

a 3-month plateau in activity between January and

March, again with few CEs found during local winter

and spring in accordance with climatology (WMO 2008).

In general, the temporal distributions of each basin’s CEs

are flatter curves than that basin’s TC climatology, but the

same seasonal cycles are captured. Because there is no

seasonal preference specified in the algorithm, this result

is organic and increases our confidence that the algo-

rithm is predominantly identifying realistic candidates

during the climatologically most active months as possi-

ble missing TCs.

With this first-order reality check in hand, the next

step is to assess trends in the number of annual CEs oc-

curring in each basin with time. Figure 8 shows a 10-yr

moving average of gross CE count for all five regions,

along with known TC counts from IBTrACS over the
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for 1930–37 western Pacific Ocean candidate

events.
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same period. Though complex, the five CE time series

behave more or less as would be expected, given their

relative levels of climatological TC activity, the dif-

ferent starting points of their respective formal records

as shown in Fig. 8, and the inconsistent density of ship

reports and other observations between basins and

with time. As an example of the interplay among these

factors, the NA is initially the most active basin for CEs

due to greater observational coverage until the begin-

ning of the climatological record in 1886, at which point

the average number of cases falls to a low and stable level

until the mid-1930s. This point is as far as the HURDAT

reevaluation recommendations have been incorporated

into the formal climatological record, so the number of

CEs rises thereafter and continues rising in the 1940s and

early 1950s as wars expand the global weather observa-

tion network. As the operational coverage and real-time

reporting of ship observations improve in the late 1950s

and 1960s, the CE count once again begins to decrease

until the start of the satellite era in 1967 in theNAandEP

and 1980 elsewhere.

Results for each of the other basins are similarly ex-

plicable. The EP has the lowest annual average number

of CEs because of the extreme scarcity of ship traffic in

FIG. 7. Relative frequency of all candidate event occurrences for each analysis region by

calendar month of the year in which (top) the suspect case develops and (bottom) known

cyclogenesis events occur. Upper and lower scales are the same to allow comparison.
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the basin’s main development region and the fact that

TCs tend to track away from landmasses into the open

ocean. Other than an increase in the 1940s that is cur-

tailed by the advent of formal climatology in 1949, the

mean number of CEs is generally fewer than 5 per year.

The NI, where climatology begins in 1880 (Knapp et al.

2010) and most TC development occurs close to well-

observed landmasses, is not surprisingly the steadiest

series with only a slow increase from low single-digit to

the high single-digit numbers of CEs observed over the

period. Dramatic increases in observational density and

quality are also responsible for a fairly monotonic in-

crease in the CE count in the WP, which is the most

active TC basin in the world with an annual average of

around 25 TCs per year (Elsner and Liu 2003). The slope

of this statistically significant positive trend is steeper

in the preclimatology era prior to 1945, at about three

additional CEs per decade (p , 0.01), but continues to

be approximately 1.2 additional CEs per decade through

to 1979 (p , 0.01). This continued increase may be due

to better resolution in the 20CR of the monsoon trough,

which likely accounts for some of the additional CEs

found by the reanalysis. Finally, the SH is the most vol-

atile time series. The South Indian and South Pacific

regions collectively are as active as the WP (Landsea

and Delgado 2011), but due to the severe scarcity of

observations over much of the period and spotty op-

erational coverage, the Southern Hemisphere lags the

WP in CE count over the period. This region also shows

the greatest sensitivity to temporary increases in obser-

vational density in the 1880s and 1940s and the steepest

decline following the advent of formal climatological

records in 1945. Overall, while the regional density of

surface pressure observations assimilated into the 20CR

FIG. 8. The 10-yr moving average of total candidate event counts identified by the search

algorithm in the 20CR per year in each of the five analysis regions for 1871–1979.
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predominantly determines the trends in CE count rather

than interannual variability, it nevertheless is an intriguing

glimpse into the preclimatological era of TC history.

A spatial comparison may also be made between pat-

terns in which the CEs and known TCs form and move.

Figure 9 shows the count of the first algorithm ‘‘hit’’ point

in the tracks of CEs (top) and the cyclogenesis point from

IBTrACS of known TCs (bottom) between 1871 and

1979 in a 28 box, whichwas chosen tomatch the resolution

of the 20CR. In general, the two plots are highly similar to

one another. Regions that are known to be prime de-

velopment regions for historical TCs also tend to be those

that produce the greatest numbers of CEs, including the

eastern tropical Atlantic, the South China Sea, just east

of the Philippines, and in the Bay of Bengal. Overall,

the spatial patterns are strikingly similar, including in

regions like the SH and NI, where the CE and TC

genesis morphologies are nearly exact matches for one

another. In other areas where the observational density

is very poor, such as the EP, the geographical bounds of

the development region are climatologically correct

although the density of CEs is somewhat lower than

would be expected.

There are two major spatial differences between the

CE and TC plots worth noting. The first is the presence

of several ‘‘hot spots,’’ or localized regions favored for

CE identification where there is no similar preponder-

ance of genesis cases in the known TC data. Specific

examples of these hot spots include the far western

Gulf of Mexico, just to the south of Papua NewGuinea,

and near the island ofHainan in the SouthChina Sea. The

observational verification process in the NA for 1951–66

showed that many of the CEs in the western Gulf of

Mexico were associated with frontal boundaries moving

rapidly south in the spring and late fall. Almost all of

these CEs were determined to be type 1 cases, or ver-

ifiably not missing TCs. While the reason for hot spots

is unclear, they are mostly located near the boundaries

between a continental landmass and a warm body of

water. High variance between the 20CR’s ensemble

members regarding the speed of baroclinic wave gen-

eration combined with local geographic factors may be

resulting in these false positives (Schenkel and Hart

2012). Alternatively, they may simply be cases of spu-

rious cyclogenesis in the 20CR (TH11).

The second notable difference is that there is a pole-

ward extension of the CE identification zones relative

to the TC genesis areas, which is most prominent in the

WP and theNA. This is likely due to the algorithm being

more likely to identify CEs in the higher observation

FIG. 9. Counts of (top) candidate event identification points and (bottom) tropical cyclone

genesis points, globally, for 1871–1979. The resolution of the plot is 28 in both latitude and lon-

gitude to conform to the resolution of the 20CR. Genesis points are defined as the first entry in

the IBTrACS database for which the system is a tropical cyclone with winds exceeding 19ms21.

The scales in the top and bottom panels are the same to allow for direct comparison.
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density regions near the Japanese home islands and the

U.S. mid-Atlantic than the lower-density regions to the

south; it also is likely due to the structural misdiagnosis

of baroclinic lows in the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio by

the 20CR. When accounting for these differences, the

set of CE genesis points is remarkably similar to known

cyclogenesis points, which increases the credibility of

the CE dataset.

5. Conclusions

Overall, the algorithmic methodology demonstrated

significant successes in locating credible TCCEs in global

reanalysis model data. Major results include the creation

of tracks for an average of 42 CEs per year globally for

the 1871–1979 presatellite era years, and the finding of

many possible missing TCs among these CEs during the

observational synoptic analysis of a subset of these cases.

While the intent of this work is not to directly propose

additions to climatology, extrapolating the sampled suc-

cess rate of the algorithm suggests that at least several

hundred heretofore-unknown missing TCs are contained

within the CE dataset awaiting verification. These results

indicate that automated methods can generate a set of

CEs that will assist current and future groups involved in

the field-wide effort to extend the scope of global TC

counts to decades prior to the start of the current clima-

tological record by producing a high quality dataset of

candidate events from which they may draw. Preliminary

results from this research have been sharedwith theNHC

and are being used to support both the Atlantic and East

Pacific HURDAT reevaluation projects.

In the collaborative spirit of this work, all data from

this project, including full track files and 6-hourly syn-

optic observationmaps for the 4567CEs, have beenmade

available to the TC community (see http://moe.met.fsu.

edu/tcce/). As the observational analysis of all CEs is

inconsistent with the goals of this project, the complete

CE dataset is offered for current and future studies of TC

climatology to freely use. Due to the breadth of the re-

sults, there is also great potential for further insights into

missing TCs to follow from the refinement and extension

of themethod, including the use of individualmembers of

the 20CR ensemble or ensemble spread or considering

additional observations like wave height and swell di-

rection from the ICOADS database and microfilm re-

cords of mid-twentieth-century synoptic maps. We also

plan on pursuing a rigorous examination of the perfor-

mance of the CE identification algorithm in the satellite

era for 20CR. In conclusion, the findings of this study

suggest that reanalysis models, when used in conjunction

with observations, effectively add new information to TC

climatology and therefore are a promising basis upon

which to dramatically increase the comprehensiveness of

the TC historical record.
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